Mud Pit Volleyball
Play like normal volley ball, six on six and rotate people in on the serve.

Alphabet Hunt
Two members of each team go and look in the mud for a Letter. Once a person has
found a letter they run and tag another team member, then that member go look for a
letter and the person who just found a letter goes to the back of the line. There should
only be four people looking in the mud at one time. Award 1 point for every letter and
give 5 bones points to the team that comes up with the best Phrase by using the letters
they have found.

Grab It
Each team lines up on a line. Give each member of the team a number that also
corresponds with the opposite team. Items are places in center of a soapy tarp. Call out
number and people with that number grab items. Points are awarded for the team with
the most items Behind the Line. People can grab Items from the other team as long as
People are still on the tarp.

Toe Grab
Each team send 2 people out to pool of Noodles and grabs clothespin with there toes
they can not use hands. Once clothespin is out of pool they run back and place pin in
bucket and tag next player to go. Team with most Cloths pins Win.

Drip, Drip, Drop
Same rules as “Duck, Duck, Goose”. Only you use drips of water for the Duck and Drop
the rest of Water in Cup on the Goose. If one person is the dripper 3 times designate a
new dripper.

Grab Bag
Team lines up behind a line and one member of each team run to the table and grab out
a item and Eat or Drink it when they have completed it they run back to team and tag
next teammate. First team to finish all items in the center is the winner. If time runs out
the team that eat the most wins.

Condiment Twister
Each team get a condiment twister board. When a player hits the ground or falls, they
are finished, they need to stand around there board and cheer on there team mates.
Team with the last person on the board wins. The Leader just calls out random things
for the teens to do. exe. (red right foot, blue left hand, yellow, green right hand….) if
people are not getting eliminated, call out exe. (red left ear…) or something like that to
make it harder. One or more hand or feet may be used on same circle.

Tug of War
Tug of War (need I give any further explanation?) Make the teams do different things,
exe (use only your left hand, use only right hand, hold it under your arm..).

Slip N’ Slide
Alternate teams one at a time down Slip N’ Slide. Team that goes the farthest wins.
Also stile and creativity could also go towards wining if there is a tie.

Relay Race
First part of Race uses two people. One to sit in chair and another to put shaving cream
and cheese balls on head of person in chair. Once they have gotten all cheese balls on
head the person in the chair tags the next person in the relay race. The second stage is
one person in a chair and another person feeding them pudding with a spoon. There
feeder is feeding them from behind so it is hard for them to see there mouth. Once all
the pudding is gone the person gets out of Chair and tags the next part of the race. The
rest of the team members are in a line and the first person take a bar of soap out of
bucket and passes it done to the other members. Each member must pass the soap.
Team that put that last bar of Soap in bucket wins.

